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Chapter 321 Contacting 

Tony’s experiment was not over until two hours had passed. At this point, Rick and David were 

exhausted. At this point, they did not know whether they made the right choice in coming here to Tony 

today. 

“Well, a complete database has been established and subsequent experiments should be able to be 

carried out smoothly.” Not concerned about the two sorcerers sitting by the side, Tony looked at the 

magic data on the computer screen carefully and muttered. 

At Tony’s constant request, Rick and David had used almost all the magic they knew. In the end, Tony 

also asked them to use the Mirror Dimension that they had previously used to deal with the Demon of 

another world. However, Rick and David refused to do that. 

On one hand, the magic used in making the Mirror Dimension is very advanced and it takes a lot of 

mental energy to use it. On the other hand, the magic of designing into space and Mirror Dimension is 

not without side effects. Usually, they don’t use this magic and even if Tony threatens them with Mirage 

Knight, it is impossible for them to show it to Tony. 

After seeing the two sorcerer stand firm, Tony did not insist. He had gathered enough magical 

information anyway. As for the Mirror Dimension, he knew it wasn’t normal magic anymore. 

Tony sorted the magic data on his computer and uploaded it to his personal terminal, which was listed 

as top secret. No one except for him and JARVIS could see these things. Then, the satisfied Tony slowly 

looked at the two sorcerers who were tired and lying down beside him. 

“Thank you very much. I will not refuse if you need any help from me in the future!” Tony, who was in a 

good mood promised that as Rick and David had really helped him a lot. 

“We won’t be needing your help in the future, please help us contact Mirage Knight now!” Sitting up 

from his chair, Rick stared at Tony and said. Today, he felt really miserable. If Tony is still unwilling to 

help them in contacting Mirage Knight now, maybe he needs to teach this Iron Man a lesson! 

“What’s the hurry? Why don’t we go up and get something to eat and have a rest. I’ve got a good deal 

to offer you here, and I’m sure you’ll like it.” Intent on teasing the two sorcerers in front of him, Tony 

said with a smile. 

Hearing Tony’s words, David’s head almost exploded in anger and he almost yelled out. 

“No, we want to know where Mirage Knight is now. I hope that you won’t go back on your words.” Rick 

was calmer and refused Tony before David could do anything. 

“That’s a pity … All right, all right, I’ll call Mirage Knight right now.” Tony wanted to say something more, 

but when he saw the sharp eyes of the two men in front of him, he didn’t intend to tease them 

anymore. 

Then, in front of Rick and David, Tony picked up his phone and called Lin Rui. 

Ring~ 



“Hey! Mr. Stark, what can I do for you? Do you want my help again with your experiments, I will be 

asking you to pay me money if that is the case! You can’t keep bossing me around for free.” Lin 

Rui/Mirage Knight’s voice came from the phone. 

Although Tony was calling Mirage Knight’s phone, Lin Rui has already told him everything and will no 

longer pretend to speak like Mirage Knight. However, this casual remark of Lin Rui’s at the moment 

made Tony a little embarrassed. 

Because Lin Rui didn’t speak quietly, Rick and David heard Lin Rui’s words as they were so close. 

However, they were a little puzzled when they heard the voice over the phone. The voice sounded very 

young and the tone seemed somewhat inconsistent with Mirage Knight’s identity. 

“Ahem! Mirage Knight, do you remember the sorcerers we encountered when we dealt with Venom last 

time? Now there are two of them sitting in front of me and they say that they have to talk to you.” Not 

wanting to be exposed by Lin Rui’s continued remarks, Tony spoke quickly. 

“…” After Tony finishes this sentence, Lin Rui on the other end of the phone suddenly falls silent. It 

seems that the situation on Tony’s side is also somewhat surprising to Lin Rui. 

“Is that so? Did they say what they wanted to see me about?” After a few seconds of silence on the 

other end of the line, Lin Rui’s voice was heard again, but this time Lin Rui’s voice was much deeper, the 

same as that of Mirage Knight. 

“This … They don’t know. However, they promise not to do anything to you. And Mirage Knight, I believe 

them.” With so many benefits he got from the two sorcerers, Tony has to say something nice in front of 

them. Moreover, Tony really doesn’t think that the sorcerors will do anything against Lin Rui. 

“Okay, I believe in you. However, I’m still resting these days. I was hurt pretty bad last time, can you tell 

them to wait a few days?” After thinking about something, Lin Rui said calmly on the other end of the 

phone. 

Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Tony looked at Rick and David in front of him. 

“Of course, as long as we can meet, it doesn’t matter if we wait a few days.” Rick and David were 

already satisfied with this reply from Mirage Knight. Anyway, Ancient One did not give them a time limit, 

so if they could take him to Ancient One, they would have finished their mission. 

“Mirage Knight, you heard them.” Hearing Rick’s answer, Tony said into the phone. 

“Well, I see. Mr. Stark, would you please give these two sorcerers my contact information? I’ll also take 

their contact information, too, and get back to them.” Lin Rui continued on the other end of the line. 

Huh ~ 

Before Tony can look in front of him, David has handed over a simple business card with only a phone 

number on it. It should be his own. 

Next, Tony gives Lin Rui David’s phone number. Then he also gave Lin Rui’s contact information to Rick. 

Of course, Tony gave Mirage Knight’s contact information. 



“Haha, then I won’t bother you, I will see you guys next time.” After saying this, Tony was ready to hang 

up. 

“Well, bye.” 

Card ~ 

Then Tony hangs up. Sitting in front of him, Rick and David were also relieved. They didn’t see Mirage 

Knight immediately, but at least they got in touch with him. Moreover, with Mirage Knight recovering 

from an injury, it was not good for them to see him now. 

“OK, then I’ll leave you to contact Mirage Knight by yourself.” Tony says with a smile as Rick puts Lin 

Rui’s phone number away carefully. 

“Well, thank you, Mr. Stark.” Even though he didn’t like it, Rick still gave his thanks to Tony. 

“Well, can we go up and get something to eat now?” Things have been resolved and Tony wants to keep 

the two sorcerers here for a while. Maybe, after they eat and drink well, they will have the strength to 

do some more experiments. 

“Oh, no, we’re leaving now.” Looking at Tony’s smile, David refused with a smile. 

Then, without saying anything, Rick and David waved their hand and draw a magic space door and left. 

“Ah! I don’t know when I’ll get the chance to do this next time!” Tony says regretfully as he looks at the 

two sorcerers who has disappeared. 

Chapter 322 X-School 

On this side, Lin Rui who has hung up the phone with Tony is also afraid. If Tony hadn’t brought up the 

two sorcerers at the right time, Lin Rui’s initial tone might have exposed him. 

“But why are these sorcerers looking for me?” Lin Rui is not worried that these sorcerers who protect 

the earth will do anything to him, he just wonders why they are looking for him. 

“No matter what they want from me, I’ll need to see them.” Lin Rui will not refuse an invitation from the 

sorcerers. Lin Rui is more relaxed about Ancient One than he is about the telepathic Professor Charles. 

“However, before going to see these sorcerer s, let’s go to X-MEN Academy. Although there is Professor 

Charles who can read his mind, X-MEN’s involvement would be a great help in dealing with Hydra and 

he can’t avoid them forever.” Lin Rui, who put down his phone, remembered the invitation he got from 

Iceman. Now he finally decided to meet the famous Professor X and other X-MEN. 

Although Lin Rui has a secret in his mind that he can’t let anyone know, he still wants to make a bet. 

Whether it’s betting that professor Charles won’t look inside his head or betting that the secrets in his 

mind won’t be revealed, Lin Rui has a degree of certainty. 

“Then it’s settled, I will go to the Xavier School this weekend. Then I will contact the two sorcerers again 

to see what they want from me.” In the end, Lin Rui had simply arranged his schedule for the weekend. 

Of course, these two things are very serious and Lin Rui would need to be carefull as he deals with both 

situations. 



In addition, Lin Rui wants to team up with X-Men against Hydra when he goes to the Xavier School, 

which is not as easy as joining forces with Tony. He knows that the X-Men have been fighting the Anti-

Mutants forces led by Stryker and the Mutants Brotherhood of Magneto, and the Mutants division of 

Hydra is just one of their enemies. 

Now Hydra and SHIELD are in full warfare and Hydra is getting kicked around. Maybe X-MEN would like 

to see such a situation so that they can save some of their energy and focus more on Stryker and 

Magneto. 

“I hope that this trip to the Xavier Academy will be fruitful. I don’t know how many X-Men I know would 

be there.” After thinking about the trip to the Xavier Academy this weekend, Lin Rui muttered secretly. 

Lin Rui doesn’t know the timeline of Mutants in this Marvel World, and he doesn’t see anything familiar 

in history during his search, perhaps this is a timeline that he is not familiar with. 

Then, Lin Rui stopped thinking about other things and sat directly on the bed with his knees crossed and 

begin his meditation practice. This time, he was caught by Hydra and experienced a crisis of life and 

death. Lin Rui also felt that his strength was not enough. Although Lin Rui is already the strongest in the 

League of Defender, there are still many people in the world who can defeat Lin Rui without putting in 

much effort, like Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch. 

Although Lin Rui is not afraid of Quicksilver’s power but how can he deal with men who can outrun 

almost anything. Therefore, Lin Rui can only continuously improve his strength to the point where he 

can deal with these people with ease. 

Just like being suppressed by Quicksilver’s speed this time, even if Lin Rui practiced his techniques to the 

highest level, he would not reach Quicksilver’s speed. But if his body can keep up with his super 

perception than he would be able to deal with Quicksilver. His internal energy would negate 

Quicksilver’s attack, so no matter how fast he is, Quicksilver won’t be able to defeat him. 

As for Scarlet Witch, Lin Rui’s mental power is stronger due to the stimulation of the Advanced Spirit 

Fruit he ate last time, so it would be difficult for the Scarlet Witch to control Lin Rui’s with a mental 

attack. However, her mind control and her powerful mental force are still a great suppression on Lin Rui, 

which requires Lin Rui to continuously strengthen his mental force after the training in order to remain 

completely unaffected. 

Still, strengthening himself is something that Lin Rui has always done. But he also now understood 

something that he hadn’t before: The power of partners and teams. There is a limit to how strong a 

person can be, especially in the Marvel world where there are many powerful people and even Gods 

and Demons. Lin Rui’s goal of dominating the entire Marvel World on an individual basis is unrealistic, 

even with the system’s help. 

However, he has his own partners and team. Both the League of Defender and Tony’s Iron Man army, 

and SHIELD, who is now on the same team as Mirage Knight, are now Lin Rui’s Allies. Therefore, in this 

Marvel World of superpowers, Lin Rui will mainly rely on the strength of these partners and teams to 

survive one crisis after another. 

Of course, if Lin Rui can successfully unite with X-Men and unite with the Sorcerers of earth, led by 

Ancient One, he feels that his grand plan will almost certainly be accomplished. 



Of course, these are the goals Lin Rui will strive for in the future. For now, he needs to take it one step at 

a time. 

… 

Time passed quickly and after one quiet school day, Lin Rui ushered in the weekend to go to the Xavier 

Academy. Lin Rui has contacted Iceman since he decided to go to the Xavier Academy and Iceman was 

very happy that Lin Rui has accepted his invitation. 

Today, Lin Rui especially borrowed the hoverboard from Harry. He doesn’t want to use internal energy 

to rush all the way towards the Xavier Academy, which is some distance from Lin Rui’s home. Lin Rui’s 

borrowed hoverboard is also an improved version, dropping some of the weapon systems and making it 

smaller, faster and more flexible. It seems that if Harry was willing to cooperate with the US military, 

they may not be so eager for Tony’s Iron Man Armor. 

Uh ~ 

Wearing the Phantom Suit that has already recovered, Lin Rui appeared in front of the public as Mirage 

Knight for the first time after being attacked. Facing such a Vigilante who protects New York, the citizens 

of New York are no longer as surprised as before. 

Because of Captain America’s resurrection, there are also many Vigilantes on the streets of New York, 

including Vigilantes like Spiderman. Although everyone is still paying attention to Vigilantes, they won’t 

get as crazy as they did before. 

In this way, Lin Rui drove a modified version of the hoverboard to the Xavier Academy in the suburbs. 

Although the Academy is located in a very remote suburban area, the environment here is really good. 

Looking at the European-style castle building in front of him, Lin Rui was thinking about whether he 

should buy a house in the vicinity for his future retirement. 

Call! 

Instead of driving the Hoverboard directly into the Xavier Academy, Lin Rui jumped off the hoverboard 

at the gate and put the hoverboard into the inner space of the Phantom Suit and walks towards the 

academy gate. After the Hydra crisis, Lin Rui has spent a lot of Reward Points to give the Phantom Suit a 

small interior space to store some necessities, so that in case of a similar crisis, Lin Rui can have a better 

backup. 

Before long, the iron door in front of Lin Rui opened automatically. Lin Rui has already seen a man and a 

woman coming out of the academy. The man is Iceman who he has met before, but Lin Rui has never 

seen the female. 

“Hey! Mirage Knight!” Iceman shouted happily before he reached the door. 

Chapter 323 Fans 

“He is quite enthusiastic.” Lin Rui thought as he walked towards them. 

Call! 

After taking a few steps, Mirage Knight had already stepped in front of Iceman. 



“Hello, Robert, it’s nice to meet you again.” Mirage Knight stretched out his hand as he said this. 

“Haha! I thought you wouldn’t accept my invitation!” Laughing and shaking hands with Mirage Knight, 

Robert(Iceman) said happily. 

Of course, Iceman cannot guess that Mirage Knight was afraid of Professor Charles because Iceman does 

not think that professor Charles will use his powers on Mirage Knight. So when Mirage Knight initially 

rejected Iceman’s invitation, he thought that Mirage Knight has some prejudice against Mutants. Now 

that Mirage Knight has accepted his invitation and has arrived here, Iceman is happy. 

“I was saved from Hydra only a few days ago. You got to let me rest for a few days.” Mirage Knight does 

not say the original reason for not accepting Robert’s request in the first place, but simply gave out a 

reasonable excuss. 

“I told you, Robert, I told you that Mirage Knight should not be that kind of person.” Hearing Mirage 

Knight’s explanation, Shadowcat(Kitty) standing beside Iceman said with a smile. 

“You are? …” From the beginning, Mirage Knight had noticed the pretty girl beside Iceman and he was 

also waiting for Robert to do the introduction. 

“Haha! This is my girlfriend Kitty and a member of X-MEN, she goes by the name of Shadowcat, I don’t 

know if you have heard of it.!” Seeing Mirage Knight asking about Kitty, Iceman introduced Kitty with a 

smile. 

“Shadowcat (Kitty)?!” After hearing Iceman’s introduction, Mirage Knight was a little surprised even 

though he was prepared for it. 

Shadowcat, a member of X-MEN. Although her ability seemed less aggressive: she could pass through 

any object, and she could also let anyone who is touching her pass through those objects. However, this 

is also a very powerful ability. At least, if X-MEN wants to sneak into a defensive place, Shadowcat’s 

ability is very practical. 

However, Mirage Knight also remembers that in the X-MEN movie, Days of Future Past, Shadowcat’s 

abilities go beyond just passing through the walls. In that movie, Shadowcat also has the ability to send 

someone’s mind back to the past, which is a very abnormal ability involving the aspect of time. Although 

that may be the ability that the director forcibly added to Shadowcat, Mirage Knight is not sure that 

Shadowcat does not have that ability in this real world. 

“Hello, Shadowcat.” The surprise only lasted for a moment in his heart and Mirage Knight then politely 

greeted Shadowcat. 

“Hello, Mirage Knight. Your initial rejection of Robert’s invitation had him worried. I told him that you 

must have wanted to rest but he didn’t listen, he was worried that you would have something against 

the Mutants.” Kitty reached out and shook Mirage Knight’s hand and said with a smile. 

“Haha! It’s also my fault, I didn’t explain it clearly last time, I’m really sorry.” Mirage Knight spoke 

offhandedly as he didn’t want to dwell on this issue. 

“Well, let’s go in. Although school is closed today, most of the students are not going home. Many of 

these students are your fans. Maybe someone will ask you for an autograph later.” After greeting, 



Iceman leads Mirage Knight toward the school. As he walks, Iceman gives Mirage Knight a brief 

introduction to the Xavier school. 

“Is that so? That would be my pleasure.” Mirage Knight had already seen some students resting on the 

grass not far away, and he smiled back at Robert’s words. 

“Actually, you are not their only idol. Between the Vigilantes in New York, Spiderman is the most famous 

idol in the hearts of these children.” Kitty added a sentence after hearing Robert speak. Of course, she 

didn’t want to tear down Robert’s stage, because she knew that Mirage Knight had a good relationship 

with Spiderman, so it didn’t matter. And why would someone like Mirage Knight care about fans? 

“Haha! There’s no way around it, Spiderman is more famous than I am!” Mirage Knight, whose fame had 

already been crushed by Peter, was not surprised. After all, Mirage Knight is not seen as much as 

Spiderman on the streets of New York City, and his image is not as vivid as Spiderman’s, so it is normal 

that he is not as popular as Spiderman. 

“Oh, a lot of students in the school want to join the League of Defender in addition to X-MEN. Your fame 

is not so small at all!” Having led Mirage Knight to the square of X-Mansion. Robert slowed down and 

spoke to Mirage Knight beside him. 

“Really? If that’s the case then I’ll be more then happy to accept them. Of course, they need to have the 

strength to ensure their own safety first.” Mirage Knight didn’t care about the slow pace of Iceman and 

smiled back. If there are really powerful Mutants who are willing to join the League of Defender, as long 

as they can be trusted, Mirage Knight will not refuse. 

Bang ~ Bang ~ 

Just as the three of them were walking slowly across the square, a football rolled off the grass and 

stopped at Mirage Knight’s feet. 

Looking at the football rolling to his feet, Mirage Knight stopped and bent over to pick it up. Originally he 

was going to let Iceman pick it up, but Iceman didn’t even realize it at all and Mirage Knight had to pick it 

up by himself. However, Mirage Knight stopped long enough that he didn’t notice that the students 

have their eyes on him. 

“Ah! You are … it’s Mirage Knight!” The first one to spot Mirage Knight was the 11-year-old boy running 

after the ball. He pointed at Mirage Knight and shouted. 

Brush! 

Now, except for the students who had just noticed him here, all the people in the square and on the 

grass looked at Mirage Knight. As Mutants are different from ordinary people, they pay more attention 

to the Vigilantes who are also different from ordinary people, such as Mirage Knight and Spiderman. So, 

after the little boy screamed Mirage Knight’s name, Mirage Knight’s figure instantly become the center 

of attention. 

Shout! 

Then, before Lin Rui knew it, the students in the whole square were all crowding towards his way. A 

number of students have directly launched their abilities to reach him, some can fly, some can even 



teleport short distances, some can change their body shapes to speed up, Lin Rui has seen several 

varieties of ability in such a short time. 

Swipe! 

Soon, Mirage Knight, who was holding a football in his hand, was surrounded by a dozen students. They 

all stared at Mirage Knight with curious eyes. This is the first time Mirage Knight has faced so many 

under-age Mutants and his apparent fans. 

“It’s really Mirage Knight!” 

“That’s right! And I’m on Mirage Knight’s fan page!” 

“Is Mirage Knight really a Mutant? I knew it!” 

After confirming that the person in front of them was indeed Mirage Knight, the Mutant students in 

their teens were all excited and had already created a circle around Mirage Knight. 

“This …” With a ball in his hand, Mirage Knight was at a loss. This is the first time that he had 

encountered such a situation. 

“As I said before, you have some fans!” Robert seemed unsurprised about this situation as he stood 

beside Mirage Knight and kept smiling. 

Chapter 324: First Meeting 

Faced with a dozen kids surrounding him, Lin Rui can only stand awkwardly on the spot. While the name 

Mirage Knight is certainly big in New York right now, Lin Rui has never really received such treatment 

before. 

“Haha ~” Lin Rui rolled his eyes after hearing Robert’s joking remarks. 

“Okay! Alright! Don’t get too excited. Mirage Knight is here as a guest. You can’t scare him!” Finally, 

Kitty came to his rescue from the sidelines. 

“Teacher! Is Mirage Knight a Mutant?” One of the older students asked loudly hearing Kitty’s words. As 

their idols, the Mutant kids hoped that Mirage Knight, who was beloved by all of New York would be a 

mutant so that they could also be respected like him one day in the future by ordinary people. 

“Uh … this ~” Kitty looked at Lin Rui a little hesitantly after hearing her student’s question. 

In fact, the X-MEN does not know the origin of the powerful Vigilantes in the League of Defender and 

they did not know whether they had Mutants in their ranks. However, they hoped that Mirage Knight or 

Spiderman would be Mutants. After all, being the most popular Vigilante in New York, if Mirage Knight 

and Spiderman were Mutants, that would be good for Mutants’ current status on earth. 

“Oh, I’m not a Mutant.” Hearing the student’s question, Lin Rui knew what they were thinking but he 

didn’t want to lie and told the truth. 

Sure enough, after hearing Lin Rui say that he was not a Mutant, the students and Kitty were a little 

disappointed. However, Robert was not surprised at all, he seems to have long guessed that Lin Rui was 

not a Mutant. 



“However, we do have two people in the League of Defender who are Mutants.” Seeing the somewhat 

depressed mood of the students, Lin Rui went on to say. 

Jack and Wade Wilson are Mutants, which is a very high percentage in the League of Defender with six 

and a half members (Harry counts as half). 

“Really?! Is it Spiderman?” The students who were already a little depressed immediately got excited 

again when they heard Lin Rui’s words and it seemed that they would be happier if Spiderman was a 

Mutant. 

“Uh ~ this is a secret, you have to guess it yourself!” This time Lin Rui will not say who is Mutants and 

who is not. It is best to remain mysterious. 

Whoo~ 

Seeing Lin Rui playing with them like this, the students started to jeer. 

“Okay! Alright! Mirage Knight is here as a guest and not a piece of art. If you want an autograph, wait till 

Mirage Knight is free.” Instead of letting Lin Rui be surrounded by the students, Kitty waves her hand. 

“Well, I believe Mirage Knight will be happy to talk to you more later.” Robert also said this to the 

students as the other X-Men are waiting for them. 

Under the leadership of Kitty and Robert, the students also separated a way for Mirage Knight to walk 

out. Before entering the castle, Lin Rui throws the football out of her hand. 

Along the way, many students still followed behind the three of them but they were not so crowded as 

they were in the beginning. It seems that the school’s teachers have already talked with the students 

and the students will not come to disturb Lin Rui again at this time. 

So, after a long walk, Lin Rui follows Iceman and Shadowcat to the door of an office. The door of this 

office is half-closed and Lin Rui can see some people inside. 

“Let’s go in, the X-MENs in the academy are all inside,” Robert said to Lin Rui with a smile on his face. 

Huh ~ 

Feeling a few powerful auras behind the door, Lin Rui took a deep breath and finally took a firm step 

forward. No matter how scared Lin Rui is of Professor Charles, he still needs to do this. 

Da Da ~ 

Following Iceman and Shadowcat, Mirage Knight also walked into the office of the well-known Professor 

Charles. 

As soon as he stepped into the office, Lin Rui quickly scanned the people in the room, and finally focused 

his eyes on a bald old man behind the desk in front of him. 

There were only five people in the entire office except Iceman and Shadowcat who had just brought Lin 

Rui in. The most obvious one was Colossus, who is more than two meters high and Blink was also here. 

As for the other three X-MENs, Lin Rui can’t recognize who they are from their outfits for the time being. 



However, the three unidentified X-MENs are not very important now, the key is the bald old man sitting 

behind the desk: Professor Charles, the leader of X-MEN, one of the strongest mutants in the world and 

he is someone Lin Rui has always feared. 

“Hello, Mirage Knight.” When Lin Rui’s gaze focused on the old bald man, the old man smiled and said. 

“Hello, Professor Charles.” It was already established that the bald old man was Professor Charles, and 

Lin Rui responded politely. 

The first meeting between Mirage Knight and Professor X has begun in such a peaceful atmosphere. Of 

course, Lin Rui had not expected any special things to happen. 

“I’ve heard about what you have done to protect New York and last time, you even helped us in 

stopping Deadpool from getting into even more trouble. So I want to say thank you.” After exchanging 

greetings, Professor Charles continued. 

If Lin Rui had not known that Professor Charles is a top-notch Level 4 Mutant, he would have thought 

that the Old Man in front of him was an ordinary old man. Lin Rui did not feel any strong aura from 

Professor Charles at all, but he could still feel the auras of the other Mutants around him, of which 

Iceman was the strongest. 

“I have chosen my own path since the day I chose to become Mirage Knight. It is my responsibility to 

protect New York. As for Deadpool, it also came within my responsibilities. I heard that you helped to 

find Hydra and me this time, so it should be me who needs to thank you.” Lin Rui said with a smile when 

he heard what Professor Charles said. Of course, now he was wearing a mask and no one could see him 

smile. However, Professor Charles felt Lin Rui’s kindness. 

The success of Lin Rui’s rescue this time was mainly due to the X-Men’s efforts, specifically Professor 

Charles. If Professor Charles had not known from Francis’s head that it was Hydra that had captured Lin 

Rui, SHIELD would not have been able to locate the target so quickly and Tony would not have been able 

to rescue Lin Rui in time. 

“Well, we didn’t expect that the organization that controls Mutants that we have been fighting to be 

Hydra, we also got lucky this time as we were able to know about our real enemies.” Hearing Lin Rui’s 

thanks, Professor Charles nodded and said. 

“So, Professor Charles, what are your plans for X-MEN in the future?” 

Chapter 325 Change 

For Robert’s invitation, Lin Rui does not simply think that he just wants to make friends with himself. 

Now Mutants and X-MEN are also aware of Lin Rui’s situation on this earth. Following the “Mutant 

Registration Bill”, many high-level political figures are now trying to implement special laws against 

Mutants. Now the survival of Mutants on Earth has become more difficult. 

Therefore, Robert’s invitation was not necessarily a friendly exchange. However, Lin Rui is not so simple 

as he is also here for his own purpose, that is, to unite X-Men with him. The strength of the X-Men is 

very strong by Lin Rui’s standards, and although Level 5 Mutants like Iceman cannot control their power, 

they are among the best on earth. 



Especially Charles, the leader of X-MEN, if his ability is really as strong as that seen by Lin Rui in his 

previous life, it will be much easier to find the hidden Hydra after he joined forces with the X-MEN. After 

all, Hydra who can hide is still on the earth, and with Professor Charles’ powers, it would be no problem 

for him to find them. Therefore, Lin Rui asked a very direct question from the beginning. He believed 

that Professor Charles would know what he meant. 

Hearing such a direct question from Lin Rui, Professor Charles was a bit surprised, “Oh? You are a very 

direct person!” 

Even if Iceman strongly wanted to invite Mirage Knight, the main member of the League of Defender, to 

the X Academy, it would not have been possible without Professor Charles’s consent. So, why did 

Professor Charles invited him to the X Academy, Lin Rui also had some speculation in this matter. So, 

without wasting time, Lin Rui just asked that. 

“Did you really just asked me to come here for a friendly chat?” Lin Rui asked after glancing at the other 

X-MENs who were not talking in the room. 

“Well, of course, inviting you here as a mere guest was not my opinion either. But what does Mirage 

Knight think will happen to Mutants in the future?” Professor Charles did not care that Lin Rui spoke 

directly and instead asked him a question. 

“Something very bad!” Lin Rui didn’t have any other redundant words. A simple answer could better 

indicate the current situation of Mutants. 

Hearing Lin Rui’s answer, with the exception of Professor Charles, the other X-MENs in the room 

frowned slightly. It seems that they still have some good views on the situation of Mutants on the earth. 

However, as Lin Rui who has seen the X-MEN Movie series and other related films and stories, Mutants’ 

situation in the future is worse than just very bad. It can be said that if this world continues to develop 

as he saw in the movies, the future of Mutants’ will be very difficult, many times more difficult than it is 

now. For the difference between Mutants and the rest of the population has always been irreconcilable, 

and Mutants are constantly being beaten down when the rest of the population is in the majority. 

“It seems that you are very clear about the current situation in the world!” Unlike the X-MENs who still 

have a lot of hope in the room, Professor Charles is the person who can best feel the current situation of 

Mutants. 

As the leader of X-MEN, Professor Charles represents the moderate side of Mutants, but he also fully 

understands the malevolence of Mutants in the world. As a result, his X-Men, while strong, have always 

been designed to protect Mutants. 

Although Mutants above Level 2 can better control their own ability and will not cause unnecessary 

harm to others. However, most of the Mutants on the earth can’t control their ability. These Mutants 

will always cause damage to people or things around them. In the context of such a large environment, 

such Mutants, who are mostly out of control, will be strongly rejected by ordinary people, which will 

affect the entire Mutants community. 

So Professor Charles has no better way to guarantee Mutants’ future on earth. After all, he is old, and he 

has spent his life fighting various forces against Mutants and against the different ideas within Mutants. 



Professor Charles is an old man now, and although his abilities are still strong, the future still depends on 

the young. 

“Iceman, get a chair for Mirage Knight.” Glancing at the changing faces of several X-Men in the room, 

Professor Charles waved to everyone to sit down. 

Huh ~ 

At Professor Charles’ suggestion, everyone in the office sat down in silence. Then, instead of continuing 

the conversation, Professor Charles introduces Lin Rui to other X-Men. 

After a brief introduction by Professor Charles, Lin Rui knew about the three X-MENs that he did not 

know. Of course, knowledge is power, but Lin Rui didn’t recognize them from his memories. Under 

Professor Charles’s introduction, Storm, one of the main members of the X-Men is now performing 

some type of mission outside, and a few other X-Men that Lin Rui knows about are also outside. 

“In this way, X-MEN is now stronger than in the movie. That means that the enemies they face are 

stronger than in the movie. That also means that the chance of joining forces is also greater.” After 

listening to Professor Charles’ introduction to the X-MEN members, Lin Rui thought silently in his heart. 

“Now, I can answer your initial question.” After introducing the members of X-MEN, Professor Charles 

suddenly said to Mirage Knight seriously. 

“Eh?” Lin Rui also become serious when he heard Professor Charles’s words, and he looked at Professor 

Charles in front of him. 

“Mirage Knight, you asked us what X-MEN planned in the beginning, and I think you probably guessed 

the purpose of our invitation.” 

“We X-MEN don’t want to hide behind the scenes and protect Mutants silently. We have to go to the 

eyes of the public. We have to make more efforts so that the Mutant kind survives on the earth! 

“Over the years, we have always worked behind the scenes for Mutants, protecting the weaker Mutants 

and setting up the X-Academy to house Mutant children. However, such a peaceful approach will not 

change the Mutants’ situation in the world, we need a bigger change to change our situation! “ 

“So we want to team up with the League of Defender!” Staring at Mirage Knight in front of him, 

professor Charles said this in succession. 

Professor Charles, who is known for his gentle manner, made a succession of remarks that made Lin Rui 

feel very strange as it is something that he had not previously suspected. Although Lin Rui presumably 

guessed that the X-Men wanted to use the power of the League of defenders to better fight against 

their enemies but he did not expect that Professor Charles would have made such a decision: To go to 

the front and fight fair and square for the Mutants on earth to change the status quo! This is something 

Lin Rui did not expect. 

Speaking of which, what professor Charles is now saying seems to have a lot in common with Magneto’s 

philosophy. At least, unlike the X-Men, who have been quietly protecting and helping Mutants for years, 

Magneto’s Mutant Brotherhood is much more visible, they are on almost every national power’s kill list. 

So, after Professor Charles said this, Lin Rui was momentarily stunned. 



Chapter 326 Collaborates 

“So, what do you think now?” Finishing his words, Professor Charles looked at the mysterious Mirage 

Knight with only a third of his face exposed in his mask. 

In fact, it was very difficult for Professor Charles to make such a decision. The current situation of the 

earth is not very good for Mutants. If X-MEN insists on its own gentle attitude, then after Professor 

Charles’s death, Mutants will no longer be able to resist the damage from various forces. In fact, it’s not 

just Professor Charles who leads the X-Men, Magneto’s Mutant Brotherhood is in a worse position than 

X-Men. After all, at least the X-Men’s moderate attitude hasn’t turned the world against them. 

Professor Charles has long sought the right Allies to bring the X-Men from behind the scenes to the 

forefront, to speak for the Mutants on the world stage. However, although the concept of the Mutants 

Brotherhood led by Magneto was also for Mutants, Erik’s idea was too radical. Erik has always wanted to 

overthrow the world over and establish a world dominated by Mutants. Professor Charles is unlikely to 

join hands with him. So when the League of defenders came along, Professor Charles set the 

cooperation goal on this Vigilante organization whose main purpose is to protect civilians. 

After a period of observation, Professor Charles determined that this team consisting of several 

Vigilantes has a strong personal strength and a good attitude towards Mutants. The point is that the 

mysterious Mirage Knight seems to have a very good relationship with Iron Man, Tony Stark. In addition 

to Iron Man representing a huge power, and Tony personally has a great connection with the SHIELD, 

which is also a big reason why Professor Charles decided to unite with the League of Defender. 

“This … To be honest, I was shocked by your decision, Professor Charles. But I did come here to make a 

cooperative relationship with the X-Men.” Although initially frightened, Professor Charles’s idea 

coincides with Lin Rui’s, and he has no reason to refuse. 

Moreover, Lin Rui, who has seen the X-Men films, he also thinks that although Professor Charles’s ideas 

and practices are correct, he still thinks too well of human beings. If the ideas of Professor Charles and 

Magneto can be neutralized, the superpowers of Mutants in their hands could make life better for 

Mutants on earth today. 

Now, Professor Charles’s thoughts have finally changed and Lin Rui is happy to see it. However, things 

about joining hands are certainly not that simple. Lin Rui needs to know some more details about this 

decision made by Professor Charles, as well as his plan. However, this is at least a very good start. 

“Oh, I know that you are also a person who can do big things.” Getting a positive answer from Lin Rui, 

Professor Charles didn’t show any surprise and spoke with a smile. 

“However, there are some details that need to be discussed in detail. Also, I want to know how 

determined X-MEN is in changing the current situation. You know, with the way X-Men had done things, 

it’s hard for me to believe that you will suddenly make such a big decision.” Although he had promised 

to join forces, Lin Rui will not lose his focus. 

After all, the main purpose of Lin Rui joining forces with the X-Men is to find an ally to accomplish his 

great ambition together. If the X-Men simply wants to improve Mutants’ situation on earth, then Lin Rui 

is clearly not in need of such an ally. What he needs is an ally who can fight all the evil forces on earth, 

not just Mutants. 



“Of course, we’ll have a serious discussion about it. Now, Mr. Mirage Knight, let’s go somewhere more 

secret.” Not surprised by Lin Rui’s attitude, P0rofessor Charles spoke while frowning. After saying this, 

Professor Charles made eye contact with the other X-Men in the room. 

As a powerful Mutant, Professor Charles noticed at this moment that some powerful mental powers 

were creeping upon him. In order not to let the person behind the psychic power be aware of anything, 

Professor Charles voluntarily released his psychic power to completly block the office. 

Lin Rui also understood Professor Charles’s actions. So, like the other X-MENs in the room, Lin Rui stood 

up silently from his chair. Robert then pushed Professor Charles out of the office and headed deep into 

the corridor and Lin Rui followed behind them. As for the other X-MENs, they didn’t follow up as they 

did not need to be present for what professor Charles was about to tell Mirage Knight. 

In this way, Lin Rui, Professor Charles and Iceman disappeared deep in the corridor of the X Academy. As 

for the spiritual power blocked by Professor Charles, he quietly left again after not seeing what he 

wanted to see. No one knows who it is, but it will not be a friendly force with X-MEN. 

… 

After more than an hour, Lin Rui finally walked out of the X Academy. Of course, before leaving, Lin Rui 

also left a lot of his signatures to those Mutants children in the X-Academy. Moreover, Lin Rui also 

promised that he would bring Spiderman’s signature if he came over in the future. 

Of course, if there is a chance, Lin Rui will let Spiderman come here soon as Peter also respected X-MEN. 

After taking a closer look at the gate of the X school, unaware that anyone was peeping at him, Lin Rui 

took out the Hoverboard from Phantom Suit’s space bag. Then he stepped on the Hoverboard and flew 

back towards New York. 

Brush! 

“Finally reached an agreement with Professor Charles, so with the SHIELD, Tony’s Iron Man army, 

League of Defender, and the full force of the X-Men, Hydra should be wiped out pretty soon!” Lin Rui 

thought silently to himself as he sped toward New York. 

During the hour-long chat with Professor Charles, Lin Rui told Professor Charles the same story he told 

Tony about his ambitions. Of course, Lin Rui won’t reveal too much about himself to Professor Charles, 

since he and Professor Charles are not as familiar as he is with Tony. 

After listening to Lin Rui’s plan and purpose, Professor Charles was not as surprised as Tony at first. After 

all, Lin Rui also said that he has Tony Stark’s support and has his own ace cards and although Professor 

Charles did not invade Lin Rui’s mind, he can also notice that Lin Rui does have this confidence. 

Therefore, after a little thought, Professor Charles agreed to Lin Rui’s proposal and joined forces with 

the League of Defender and Tony’s Iron Man Army to fight for the permanent peace and security of the 

planet. Of course, the first step is to eliminate Hydra, who is still jumping around. 

In addition, Professor Charles has his own requirements. That is, when governments around the world 

began to target Mutants, the League of Defender and Iron Man must stand up to support Mutants. Since 



Professor Charles decided to let X-MEN come to the front, he will no longer protect Mutants passively, 

they will actively seek their place on the earth. 

Lin Rui was not surprised by Professor Charles’s request. He himself agreed first on behalf of the League 

of Defender. As for Tony, Lin Rui felt that the problem was not serious. At least, Tony doesn’t hate 

Mutants. To a highly intelligent scientist like Tony, Mutants are normal human evolution. 

Brush! 

“Next, Hydra, your annihilation has begun!” Lin Rui murmured coldly while in midair. 

Chapter 327 Meeting 

Buzz ~ 

As Lin Rui was riding his hoverboard toward downtown New York, the phone in his pocket suddenly 

vibrated. 

“Who is calling me at this time, is it Peter?” Lin Rui thought as he pulled out his cell phone while 

controlling the hoverboard to slow down. 

Before coming to the X Academy and meeting the X-Men today, Lin Rui talked with Peter and Harry to 

take them to meet Thor, a friend he met during the holidays. Lin Rui also called Thor. Thor still hasn’t 

found a suitable job and he has already given up. 

“Eh? It turned out to be them. It seems that they can’t wait any longer!” However, when Lin Rui saw the 

caller ID on the mobile phone, he was slightly surprised. It didn’t seem to be Peter or Harry’s call. 

Huh ~ 

Controlling the hoverboard to reduce speed and height, Lin Rui finally levitating a meter above the 

ground. Instead of getting off the hoverboard, Lin Rui connected the phone while standing on the 

hoverboard. 

“Hello, Mr. Mirage Knight, I’m Rick from New York Sanctum.” As soon as the call was connected, Rick’s 

voice came from the other end. It seems that the people who Lin Rui just said can’t wait were these 

sorcerers. 

“Hello, Rick. Sorry, I have been training these days and haven’t taken the initiative to contact you.” 

Hearing Rick’s anxious voice, Lin Rui said eagerly. 

“So are you free right now? In fact, if Mirage Knight doesn’t mind, we can help you recover quickly.” 

Hearing Lin Rui, Rick on the other side of the phone continued. 

It seems that these two sorcerers are really anxious to meet him, Lin Rui thought silently in his heart. 

However, Lin Rui has also been thinking about it for several days, but he still could not think about what 

the Ancient One who is protecting the earth would want with him. After all, their last encounter was just 

an accident meeting on Lin Rui’s part. There is no reason for these sorcerers to look for him. 

Moreover, Lin Rui also knows that Tony used these two sorcerers to do magic experiments for himself. 

Since these two sorcerers are willing to pay so much to find him, then meeting him should be quite 



important to them. Lin Rui also considered whether the Ancient One had something for him to do but 

Lin Rui really didn’t know what was going on before seeing them. 

So, Lin Rui, who had already decided, went on to say, “Thank you for your kind intentions. I’m fine now. I 

remember that you guys wanted to meet me?” 

“That’s good! We do have something to tell you. I don’t know where you are now, let’s meet face to 

face.” Hearing Lin Rui said that he was okay, Rick said happily. 

“Uh … I’m near Green Street on XXXX Avenue.” Not expecting Rick to be in such a hurry, Lin Rui paused 

for a moment and announced his position. 

Lin Rui knows that these sorcerers can do space magic to appear from one place to another. So after 

reporting his position, Lin Rui stayed at ease in his position as the sorcerors should appear soon. 

Buzz ~ 

Sure enough, after Lin Rui reported his position, on the open space about fifty meters in front of him, an 

iris composed of golden light appeared out of thin air. Next, in front of Lin Rui’s eyes, the two sorcerers 

that Lin Rui had seen before came out from the magic space door that had been fully opened. 

Call! 

Controlling the hoverboard and slowly flying forward, Lin Rui is soon in front of the two sorcerers. 

Fortunately, this is a suburb of New York, where there are only a few houses in the distance and no one 

seems to be inside them, or the two sorcerers coming out of a space door or the Mirage Knight 

emerging on a hoverboard would cause quite a stir. 

Da ~ 

After flying towards the two sorcerers, Lin Rui jumped off the hoverboard and stood in front of the two 

sorcerers, Rick and David. 

“Hello, sorcerers from New York Sanctum.” Lin Rui greeted politely. 

Lin Rui has always been in awe of the earth’s sorcerers. Although Rick and David were scammed by Tony 

in the previous two days, Lin Rui did not look down on them either. After all, simplicity is not wrong. 

“Hello, Mr. Mirage Knight, we meet again.” Finally seeing Lin Rui again, both Rick and David felt the 

stone that had been pressing down in their hearts disappear. 

Although the Ancient One did not tell Rick and David as to why he is looking for Mirage Knight but they 

would not usually question the Ancient One. Even if the last time he went to a different world to solve a 

big demon, it was only an understatement, so Rick and David were very concerned about this matter. 

Of course, Ancient One didn’t think it would take so long for Rick and David to meet Lin Rui again. He 

just thought it was a simple request as Ancient One did find something with Mirage Knight, and it was 

not a small matter, but it was not easy to talk to others. 

“Thank you for your help during my kidnapping and the time before that, otherwise I would have been 

in danger this time.” Lin Rui continued. 



One of the two things Lin Rui said is that the last time Harry was possessed by a demon from another 

world and Peter was infested by Venom, Lin Rui and Tony would not have been able to solve that 

situation without the intervention of these sorcerers and the Ancient One. This time, Lin Rui was caught 

by Hydra and because theses two sorcerers saved Francis’s life, Professor Charles got the secret out of 

his mind, so Lin Rui has them to thank. 

“Haha! You are a hero who protects New York, and we should do these things to help.” Hearing Lin Rui’s 

words, Rick said with a smile. 

This Mirage Knight speaks a lot better than Tony Stark! It seems that their mission can finally be 

completed. In two simple sentences, Lin Rui’s attitude had reassured Rick by more than half. 

“So, why were you guys looking for me?” After the polite words and speech, Lin Rui also asked what he 

always wanted to know. 

“You have to ask this question to the Ancient One himself. We are just here on his request. He would 

like to meet you.” Unlike before when he didn’t answer Tony, Rick answered Lin Rui’s question 

truthfully. 

Sure enough, it is the Ancient One who wants to see me, but why? Upon hearing Rick’s words, Lin Rui 

thought silently. 

“The Ancient One wants to see me? Where can go to see him?” Although he had already guessed this in 

his heart, Lin Rui continued to ask in confusion. 

“Haha! As long as you are willing, we can go there immediately.” Seeing Lin Rui seemed to have agreed, 

Rick said happily. 

“Of course, how could I refuse the invitation from the Ancient One.” Lin Rui was already prepared in his 

heart and then answered after reaching Rick. 

“So let’s go!” 

With that said, Rick raised his hand and started waving in front of him. 

Buzz ~ 

Soon, a huge magical space door appeared in front of them and Rick nodded towards Lin Rui and went 

in with his companion. Lin Rui followed in without showing any hesitation. 

Call! 

Chapter 328 Seeing Again 

The magic space door constructed by Rick doesn’t seem to have any distance restrictions. When Lin Rui 

just walked out of the magic space door in front of him, he already felt the cold coming to his face. 

Fortunately, the temperature adjustment of the Phantom Suit was very fast and Lin Rui soon no longer 

felt cold and he also realized that he had now come to Kamar-Taj in the Himalayas, Ancient One and 

many secluded sorcerers lived here. 



“The Ancient One is in there and there are many other sorcerers who don’t like living in modern cities.” 

Stepping out from the magic space door, Rick stood beside Lin Rui and pointed forward a quaint 

building. 

Lin Rui blinked as he looked in the direction that Rick was pointing at. Unlike the residence of Ancient 

One in Lin Rui’s memory, the residence of the Ancient One and other secluded sorcerers in front of him 

was not in the bustling town, but on a snowy town above the mountain, except for the quaint building in 

front, there is only a very flat rock square, and there is no snow to sweep around. 

As for the lively Kamar-Taj in Lin Rui’s memories, that was behind him, about a hundred meters down 

the next hill. With Lin Rui’s current insight, he could completely feel that there were a lot of people 

there and it was a worldly environment. But here a few hundred meters away, there is a feeling of 

isolation and it is very quiet. 

“It’s a really good place to live in seclusion!” Simply scanning the surroundings, Lin Rui couldn’t help but 

sigh. 

As the roof of the earth, the Himalayas are the closest mountains to the sky. The air is very clean here 

and although the oxygen content is low, it is totally ok for people like Lin Rui. What’s more, from a 

glance at the snow-capped mountains, everything in the surroundings is white, making people 

unconsciously feel very quiet and empty. Lin Rui feels that his mood can gradually improve if he stayed 

here. 

“Well, except for the sorcerers, who must be stationed in Sanctum, most of the sorcerers are reclusive.” 

Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Rick said with a smile. 

Although the Earth’s sorcerers are very mysterious and powerful, their number has always been short as 

it has not exceeded 500 for so many years. Of course, for Sorcerer, it doesn’t mean that the larger the 

number, the better. This kind of thing depends on fate. 

Although the number of people who can be called sorcerers is less than five hundred, there are far more 

people who can do magic on earth. Some people always know the existence of earth sorcerers and 

Kamar-Taj in one way or another and there have always been people who came here for help. Because 

in a kind-hearted manner, many people who seek help will get some more or less. 

Just like in the Marvel movies that Lin Rui had watched in his last life, there is a sick person who heals 

himself because he has learned magic, of course, he is not a sorcerer but he does know magic. 

“Let’s go, I’ve sent a message to Ancient One and he should be waiting for you now.” Not giving Lin Rui 

more time to enjoy the beautiful scenery from the heights, Rick spoke from the side. 

“Oh! Let’s go. The last time I saw Ancient One was in a hurry, but I really admire the sorcerers who guard 

the earth.” Lin Rui doesn’t mind Rick interrupting him and spoke with a smile. 

Then, led by the two sorcerers, Lin Rui walked past the square in front of the rock and came to the gate 

of the quaint building. Without knocking on the door, Rick pushed open the door and took Lin Rui in. 

… 



The wind is cold outside, but the inside of the seemingly quaint building is very warm. Lin Rui followed 

the two sorcerers in this building for a few minutes and finally slowed down. There is a patio-like 

structure in front and a larger wooden room in front of that patio. At this point, two people were 

already standing in the room. 

Separated by what looked like a bamboo curtain, Lin Rui could not see who the two figures in the room 

ahead were. He could only see a male and a female but Lin Rui is keenly aware that One of them is 

Ancient One whom he has already met. 

Huh ~ 

Finally, Rick and David walking in front had reached out and opened the curtains and entered the room. 

Lin Rui at the back did not hesitate to follow in. 

Lin Rui, who walked into the room, saw a beautiful woman in a simple retro outfit. This beautiful woman 

was obviously Yun Meng who had been doing hidden research in Kamar-Taj. Because she had hardly left 

Kamar-Taj since childhood, Yun Meng had a dusty quality that made Lin Rui take two more looks at her. 

But it was just two more looks as the man standing behind Yun Meng took his attention. 

Although it is only a simple back view, Lin Rui feels that this back has been connected with the world, 

giving a feeling of infinite grandness. In front of the whole world, Lin Rui suddenly felt how small he was. 

At this moment, Lin Rui was completely lost. 

Hum! ~ 

When Lin Rui watched that person’s back with losing his mind, a sudden light flashed inside the System 

Shop in his mind! It is the position of the resurrection altar! The “dead” system is alerting Lin Rui! 

Brush! 

At the moment when the light flashed in my mind, Lin Rui’s confused eyes had recovered again! Lin Rui, 

who was caught in a special mental repression because of watching that back, quickly awoke because of 

the systematic shot. At the same time, a voice also passed into Lin Rui’s ear. 

“Hello, Mirage Knight, we meet again.” Before Lin Rui had time to shock, the back of the world in front 

of him suddenly turned, and a familiar voice came towards him. 

The next second, Lin Rui, who has just recovered from the shock, finally sees the Ancient One, the 

Sorcerer Supreme who guards earth! 

“Is this the power of the Sorcerer Supreme? It really is completely irresistible!” Looking at the smiling 

man in front of him, Lin Rui was very shocked and thought to himself. 

Not to mention the defense of the mental attack possessed by Phantom Suit on Lin Rui, his own mental 

strength is already very strong. But just now, he just glanced at the back of Ancient One and his entire 

consciousness was almost shocked. This shows that the strength of Ancient One is far superior to Lin 

Rui. 

If it weren’t for the help of the system, Lin Rui might not have been able to recover from the state he 

was in just now. However, the turn of Ancient One has also broken his attention. Even if the system did 

not warn him, Lin Rui would have been fine. 



“Hello, Ancient One.” Taking a deep breath silently in his heart, Lin Rui looked at the Ancient One in 

front of him and greeted him seriously. 

Chapter 329 You Are Not From This World 

Facing Ancient One for the second time, Lin Rui felt more cramped and nervous than the first time. 

Ancient One still has a smile and sullen expression on his face, but Lin Rui, who has just felt Ancient 

One’s power can no longer face it so easily. 

“Thank you for coming, Mirage Knight. I would also like to thank you and Mr. Stark for your help last 

time. If you didn’t find the anomaly and isolate the area in the first place, there might have been some 

unnecessary injuries.” While Lin Rui was still staring at him, Ancient One said as he took two steps 

towards the center of the room. 

Huh ~ 

Walking to the ground in the middle of the room, Ancient One sat down. 

“Uh … that’s what we should do. And, we didn’t actually do anything.” Lin Rui could not understand 

Ancient One’s intention when he heard his word so he could only say this. 

“Come and sit, don’t be so restrained.” Ancient One sat down and saw that Lin Rui was still standing 

there and invited him to sit down. 

“Mirage Knight, please.” After the greeting from Ancient One, Yun Meng standing in front of Lin Rui, 

smiled and came over and reached out with her hand. 

“Oh! Good! Thank you!” Lin Rui quickly responded after seeing Yun Meng’s actions. 

Huh ~ 

After a few steps, Lin Rui sat down opposite to Ancient One and he was almost completely recovered at 

this time. He discovered that Rick and David who came with him had left. However, Lin Rui doesn’t care 

too much about these things now. 

After Lin Rui sat down, Yun Meng poured him a cup of tea. He didn’t speak again, but Ancient One took 

the cup in front of him and took a sip. 

“Thank you.” Thanking Yun Meng, Lin Rui politely raised his cup and took a sip. 

The warm tea made Lin Rui feel warmer all over his body and the taste of the tea was also very fragrant. 

Anyway, it should be the best tea that Lin Rui has had in his lifetime. 

“Yun Meng, you go back first. I have to talk to Mirage Knight separately.” After seeing Yun Meng pouring 

Lin Rui a cup of tea, Ancient One suddenly spoke. 

After hearing the Ancient One, Yun Meng’s eyebrows frowned slightly as she did not expect Ancient One 

to tell her to go. Yun Meng, as the most talented sorcerer under Ancient One, is also the most trusted 

person of Ancient One. There is very little that Ancient One does not let her know. However, despite 

some confusion, Yun Meng nodded and stood up silently. 



Looking at the beauty leaving the room, Lin Rui could only watch silently. In the end, only Lin Rui and 

Ancient One remained in the room. Ancient One was smiling from the beginning and Lin Rui couldn’t 

guess what Ancient One would say now. So he can only wait. 

Huh ~ 

As Lin Rui waited in silence for Ancient One to speak, the tea in the cup in front of him rippled in front of 

him. 

“Mirage Knight, you are not of this world. Are you?” Just as Lin Rui’s gaze was looking at the cup of tea 

in front of him, the voice of Ancient One came over again, calm as if he was speaking about an 

unimportant matter. 

… 

Lin Rui: “!!!” 

Ancient One’s tone didn’t change. Although Lin Rui did not look up at Ancient One, he could also guess 

that Ancient One must be smiling at this time. However, the sudden words of Ancient One made Lin Rui 

stiffen. 

Although it was a question, but in Lin Rui’s ear, it was an affirmative. Ancient One, the Sorcerer Supreme 

of the earth knew that he was not a person of this world! His biggest secret was directly seen in front of 

the Ancient One! This was the only thing Lin Rui could think of at this time, and it was the reason why he 

was so rigid. 

Huh ~ 

There was another breeze and Lin Rui’s stiff body slowly recovered to normal. Then, Lin Rui raised his 

head slowly. 

“Ancient One, do you really need me to answer this question?” Lin Rui looked calmly at the Ancient One 

in front of him and asked. 

Now that his biggest secret has been seen through, Lin Rui did not plan to lie anymore. With Tony, Lin 

Rui can play dumb. After all, Tony can’t know his secret and he can’t do anything to himself. But the 

Ancient One is obviously different. As the Sorcerer Supreme, Ancient One revealed his greatest secret 

when he sees himself. Lin Rui doesn’t feel the need to play dumb. 

“Oh, you are very calm. Well, take off your protective clothing, which has some shielding effect. It won’t 

do you any good in front of me.” Seeing Lin Rui’s calm attitude, Ancient One was slightly surprised but 

didn’t mind, and then he spoke to Lin Rui. 

“Faced with the Sorcerer Supreme, being calm or not doesn’t really matter!” With a bitter smile on his 

face, Lin Rui answered as he had put away the Phantom Suit. 

Huh ~ 

In front of the Ancient One, Lin Rui’s Phantom Suit faded quickly and finally all contracted and 

disappeared into the wristband in Lin Rui’s left hand. Then Lin Rui’s slightly immature face that had not 

yet fully opened appeared in front of the Ancient One. 



The moment he saw Lin Rui’s real face, Ancient One, who was still very calm and smiling, still showed a 

clear unexpected look. Phantom Suit’s shielding of spiritual power really can’t stop the Sorcerer 

Supreme like Ancient One, but Ancient One didn’t fully see the young face under that mask before. 

“How old are you this year? Eighteen?” Staring at Lin Rui’s face for a few seconds, Ancient One finally 

asked. 

“Almost seventeen, but is there anything important about this?” Ancient One asked such a question, but 

Lin Rui answered it honestly. 

“Seventeen, you are really young! But, as you said, it really doesn’t matter.” After hearing the answer 

from Lin Rui, Ancient One said with some emotion in his voice. 

Speaking of which, Lin Rui doesn’t know Ancient One’s age, but at least he is already over a hundred 

years old. Although these sorcerers’ lives are much older than ordinary humans, Ancient One is now 

considered an advanced age and it is unknown how many years he can live. Therefore, Ancient One was 

impressed to see that Lin Rui was so young and had such strength. 

“So, Ancient One, can you tell me how do you know? About me, how did you know that I am not a 

person of this World.” Lin Rui just wants to know how Ancient One knew that he didn’t belong in this 

world. After all, Lin Rui doesn’t think that he has shown any flaws. 

Hearing Lin Rui’s words, the Ancient One’s eyes, which were still a little bit emotional, suddenly became 

sharper as he looked at Lin Rui. 

“Your soul doesn’t belong to this world.” As Lin Rui was once again looking stiff, Ancient One gave an 

answer. 

Chapter 330 Confident 

As the Sorcerer Supreme, Ancient One’s strength is unfathomable. Even in a world as diverse as Marvel 

World, the power of Ancient One is arguably at the top of the class. Furthermore, the sorcerers of one of 

Earth are known to have something to do with souls, and they are even capable of fighting in a spirit 

state. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that Ancient One can see that Lin Rui’s soul does not belong to this world. 

However, Lin Rui doesn’t know if he sees anything else. After all, Lin Rui has more than just that as a 

secret. 

“My Soul does not belong to this world? Did you really saw it that way? You can see my soul.” Hearing 

Ancient One’s words, Lin Rui was crept out, but he was not too surprised. After all, Lin Rui has seen 

these sorcerors perform many weird and out of the world things in the movies in his previous life and he 

also knows that they can make out the difference in their souls. 

“Well, I noticed you when that Demon appeared on the earth last time. I wanted to solve that matter 

and came to you for a chat and asked Rick and David to find you but I didn’t expect them to take this 

long.” Looking at Lin Rui who wasn’t surprised, Ancient One continued. 

“So, are you going to treat me like some demon from another world?” Lin Rui asked indifferently when 

Ancient One mentioned the Demon who was destroyed. 



Although he is indeed not a person of this world, he was born and grew up here and he was and is a 

human and he also lived as a human before on the earth. So, strictly speaking, Lin Rui is Indeed a 

stranger from another world, but he is totally different from those demons. Lin Rui completely considers 

himself a member of the world and is willing to give everything for his family and friends in the world. 

Seeing Lin Rui look so calm, Ancient One continued to be surprised. He originally thought that after 

seeing through Lin Rui’s true identity, he would at least be very surprised and scared. After all, Ancient 

One, as the Sorcerer Supreme that protects the earth from being attacked by the entities of other 

worlds, he is still a very powerful deterrent to visitors from another world like Lin Rui. 

“I confess, I didn’t expect you to remain so calm when your identity was dismantled. Are you not afraid 

at all? I might just destroy you.” There was some confusion in his heart and Ancient One directly looked 

at Lin Rui and asked. 

After saying these two words, Ancient One stared at Lin Rui for a moment, trying to see what expression 

he had now. However, Ancient One was still disappointed. Lin Rui’s expression did not change much in 

front of such a threat and he was still calm. 

“I would like to ask Sorcerer Supreme some guidelines for the treatment of visitors from other worlds. Is 

it necessary to destroy all people from other worlds? I know that you can see that my soul does not 

belong to this world but you can definitely see that my soul is of an ordinary human being.” Facing 

Ancient One’s question, Lin Rui looked at him without fear and asked. 

Lin Rui was really very scared at the beginning because of the Ancient One’s strength, but now he is also 

thinking very clearly. Rather than being afraid of Ancient One’s attitude towards himself, it is better to 

talk to him on an equal footing. Although Lin Rui is indeed a person from a different world, he does not 

believe that this will make Ancient One destroy himself. After all, Ancient One is not someone who 

would kill casually. 

“It seems that I had still underestimate you! Indeed, visitors from other worlds have always broken into 

the earth, and most of them are harmful to its people. And our duty is to kill such things that may harm 

the earth. Just like the demon event in New York last time. Of course, this kind of thing happened many 

times and ordinary people would never know.” Facing Lin Rui’s questioning, Ancient One smiled and 

continued to answer. 

“Most of them? That means that there are still people or creatures from other worlds that will not harm 

the earth or this world. I don’t know how you treat these people or species?” Lin Rui continued to ask. 

“Others? Although they won’t cause any harm to the earth, they don’t belong to this world after all. 

Even if I don’t do anything, they will not be able to stay because of the exclusion of the World Rules. 

They would have to leave this world or die.” Ancient One answered this question honestly. 

In fact, Ancient One used to directly kill or drive away creatures from other worlds. For those small 

species that are not harmful to the earth, just as Ancient One said, even if he doesn’t do anything, they 

will be quickly excluded by the laws of this world. 

So this time, Ancient One gave Lin Rui special treatment. Because he also does not know why Lin Rui’s 

soul which is clearly not from this world hasn’t been rejected by this world. Yes, Lin Rui is not completely 

excluded from the world, the effects are just very small. Since Lin Rui started to intervene in the original 



development path of the world, the world force has been silently repelling Lin Rui. The most obvious 

manifestation is that every time Lin Rui interferes in the original plot, something outside the plot will 

appear to interfere with Lin Rui’s plan. 

Therefore, if Lin Rui chooses not to intervene in the original plot of Marvel World, he will not be 

excluded by this world law. However, this is obviously impossible. In order to complete the Mainline 

Quests released by the system, it is necessary for Lin Rui to intervene in the original plot. No one knows 

if the system is strong or because Lin Rui’s soul was born here, this world’s rejection is not very strong 

against him. 

“So, I want to ask you something. Am I harming earth now? Or do you think I will harm the earth in the 

future?” After being answered by Ancient One, Lin Rui relaxed a bit and asked. 

The answer given by Ancient One was also expected by Lin Rui, who has felt the influence of the world 

rules on him for a long time. After all, it’s not unusual for him to intervene in Marvel World’s original 

plot and challenge the rules of the World. However, Lin Rui hasn’t felt any serious rejection yet, which 

means that the world doesn’t see him as a visitor from another world. 

“You have clearly seen the most critical issues, although I am also curious why the rules of the world 

have not rejected you from this world. I also want to tell you that you are not harming the earth now. 

However, I have a hunch that you will do something in the future and it will have an incomparable 

impact on the earth and the world and it will even affect other creatures in other worlds.” Staring at Lin 

Rui, Ancient One suddenly answered seriously. 

As the strongest Sorcerer Supreme, Ancient One seems to be able to see Lin Rui’s future. However, he 

can only vaguely see a trace of fuzzy lines in the future, unable to be sure. However, as long as there is a 

trace of harm to this world, Ancient One will not let it go. 

 


